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ABSTRACT

Objectives
This paper aims to examine the extent of conditional conservatism in the pre- and post-crisis period. Moreover, it endeavours to investigate whether the accounting practice had been more conservative after the crisis and to assess whether earning-returns association had grown relatively stronger after the crisis, relative to cash flows-returns association.

Method
Using 125 samples obtained from the IDX, i.e. firms that manage to survive the crisis and at least have existed since 1996 until 2001, the author utilised the piecewise-linear regressions model developed by Basu (1997). By adopting this method, the author was able to investigate whether stock returns could lead earnings, whether stocks with negative returns had higher magnitudes compared to the positive ones, and whether accruals more promptly in reflecting bad news after the crisis relative to cash flows.

Results and Conclusions
The study provides empirical evidence where in general, prior to the monetary crisis, share returns could not lead the earnings. In addition, the level of conditional conservatism had declined in Indonesia after the crisis. Though more variations in earnings can be explained by the stock returns, earnings reflected good news more promptly than bad news. The asymmetric recognition of bad news was more prominent before the crisis, and vice versa. Furthermore, during the post-crisis period, positive returns were reflected more promptly in cash flows than earnings. The strong association between earnings and returns had decreased, being there were higher magnitudes in the positive return samples than negative return samples.
Earnings conservatism, asymmetric timeliness, earning-returns association, post-crisis
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